Short Interspersed Nucleotide Elements (SINEs) are highly abundant in mammalian genomes. The term SINE has come to be restricted to short retroposons with internal RNA polymerase Ill promoter sites in a region derived from a structural RNA (usually a tRNA).
INTRODUCTION
SINEs are interspersed repetitive nucleotide elements of 100-300 bp which are found in most vertebrates as well as in invertebrates (1, 2) . Typical SINEs share a number of common structural features: they contain an internal RNA polymerase III promoter, are flanked by variable length insertion site duplications and usually end in an A-or T-rich tail or a short simple sequence repeat. The internal promoter is in a region apparently derived from a structural RNA and may be essential for the formation of a SINE (3) . Most SINEs seem to be fusion products of a tRNA-derived gene and an unrelated sequence (2, (4) (5) (6) .
A wide variety of uncharacterized short interspersed repeats has been catalogued in human DNA (7) . In an effort to determine the origin and nature ofthese sequences we derived full consensus sequences from the genomic copies and found that many of these sequences are fragments of LTR transposons, LINE 1 3' ends and putative DNA transposons (8, 9 , unpublished results).
One of these repetitive sequences is ubiquitous in all placental mammals (10) and therefore has been named MIR for Mammalian-wide Interspersed Repeat (7) . The repetitive character of MIR was first noted in 1987 (11) and has been rediscovered several times (e.g. 7, 12, 13) . Korotkov ( 14) believed that this same fragment resembled the mirror image (in purine and pyrimidine sequence) of the rodent B 1 repeat, and named it MB 1 (Mirror of B 1). Elements at orthologous sites in different mammalian species form evidence that the distribution of MIRs took place before the mammalian radiation (10) . In the accompanying paper, Jurka et al. (15) show that MIRs are even highly repetitive in marsupial and monotreme genomes.
All authors (10, 14, 15) describe MIRs as about 70 bp long elements without the typical features of 'generic' SINEs, as outlined above. It has, therefore, been suggested that MIRs represent a separate class of repetitive elements (10) . Below we will show that this 70 bp MIR element and two other previously reported uncharacterized interspersed repetitive sequences are fragments of a 260 bp, classic tRNA-derived SINE. A second, ancient and abundant short interspersed repeat with limited sequence similarity to MIR, here named MIR2, is presented as well.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We screened GenBank, Release 82.0, with the published 70 bp MIR consensus sequence (10) , using the IFind program (16) in the IntelliGenetics sequence analysis package. IFind was used with default parameters: word-length 4 (search) or 2 (alignment), gap-penalty 4, window-size 40, density = less. After removal of more recently inserted elements, like Alu, regions containing this sequence were compared in pairs and the consensus sequence was extended in either direction as far as entries showed continued similarity to each other. Using the extended consensus sequence, additional MIR copies were found and added to the alignment, leading to improvement of the consensus. The MIR consensus sequence was optimized by expansion of the data set by successive searches with improved consensus sequences until addition of new copies had no further effect on the consensus.
Searches with the blastn program in the NCBI e-mail server (17) were performed, with default parameters, to obtain information on the conservation of fragments of MIR. For calculation of the number of matches, the cutoff score was set so that only one match is expected to occur at random (E = 1, P < 0.99). Redundant entries were disregarded, but multiple matches in one sequence entry were counted. (Fig. 2) . The Figure 2 . Alignment indicating that MIRs are classic SINEs, consisting of a tRNA-derived region containing a consensus RNA polymerase Ill promoter (box A and B) fused to an unrelated sequence. The 5' end of the MIR consensus sequence is compared to the human Gln-tRNA-CUG gene (Q995) (22) and the tRNA-like portion of the mouse B2 consensus sequence as presented in (6) . Other tRNAs show considerable similarity to this region as well, but the above sequences were chosen for their high similarity to MIR outside the A and B boxes. The location of the 70 bp MIR consensus and 15 bp core sequence (10) , and the prototypes for MER24 and DBR (7) are indicated. They have been published in the opposite orientation as the current consensus.
cA... Figure 3 . Presentation of the 5' end of the putative MIR transcript in a tRNA secondary structure. Imperfect stem symmetries are also predicted in other tRNA-derived SINE transcripts (4-6). The only inconsistency with a tRNA structure is the presence of six instead of seven residues in the anticodon loop.
cloverleaf secondary structure (Fig. 3) . Although determination of the extent of an interspersed repeat is difficult when flanking repeats are not available, the current consensus sequence probably comprises the whole element, since the 5' end coincides with that of most tRNA genes, while the 3' end is an A/T rich tail typical for SINEs. In addition to the '70 bp MIR' sequence, the consensus sequence includes two more regions which have been described before as separate interspersed repeats: MER24 and DBR (7) (Fig. 2) . The latter 'DBR' region occurs with a few diagnostic differences at the end of another interspersed repetitive element of about 150 bp, here named MIR2, which shares no further sequence similarity with MIR (Fig. 4) . Like MIR, this element can be found in genomes of distantly related mammals and some elements at orthologous sites (Fig. 4) manifest that its distribution took place, at least in part, before the mammalian radiation as well. The current consensus sequence of MIR2 has an oligo (GAAT) tail, but lacks similarity to a Pol III promoter region. Most MIR2 copies seem truncated at the 5' end and, although we found no further similarity, it is possible that a full-length MIR2 sequence extends upstream to include such a promoter region.
Most SINEs can be divided into subfamilies ofcopies that share several diagnostic sites (1) . These are thought to represent amplifications from an evolving single or small number of source gene(s). Despite the large number of copies available, we could not group the MIR copies into subfamilies with any confidence, although some members share a few possibly diagnostic mutations from the consensus. However, subfamilies may still exist, since they are increasingly hard to distinguish among more diverged sequences.
The MIR and MIR2 consensus sequences have been deposited in the human repetitive sequence database available via anonymous FTP at ncbi.nlm.nih.gov in the directory repository/repbase.
Number of MIRs in the genome
Next to the primate-specific Alu, MIRs are probably the most abundant interspersed repeats in mammals. The '70bp MIR' has been estimated to occur several 100 000 times in the human genome (14) . Estimates of the total number of MIRs are hindered by their high divergence. Using the blastn program in the NCBI e-mail server (17) .-------------.A.C.C.........A.... A.0CC. -.. .T. .. C. ...T . ----..T.....A. .A.A.. (OPOHBBB 1210 (OPOHBBB -1332 and in the 3' untranslated region of the Na/Pi-cotransporter mRNA (OPONAPICO 2218-2325) (Fig. 1) . The abundance of MIR copies in the genome is clear evidence that the formation and efficient retrotransposition of tRNA-derived SINEs is not an evolutionary novelty.
